DRUMS.
3 Bass Roll to open

MARCHIAL (NOT TOO FAST)

After technique when all girls run into line down front = pistol shot "fff" on snare drum (cue for salute)

U.S.
AFTER EACH BOUT OF 2 GIRLS
COUNT 4 AND TAP CRASH TAP
BASS FOR TAP RING

AFTER 4TH BOUT NO CRASH BUT

Segue

Ret

Solo - Ford

Don't rush

Segue
Drums

Entrance Fencing

[Musical notation]
AFTER EACH BOUT OF 2 GIRLS
COUNT 4 AND
MY CRASH
tymp
BASS DRUM (LET IT RING)
Lyne

AFTER 4TH BOUT NO CRASH BUT
SEQUE

Mosto

Rit.

Bout rush

Good

CRASH

CRASH

Marciale